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Commented [KS1]: Take the reader further into this
fantasy by describing things in more detail. Describe the

Can you Iimaginee that yourself as an owner of hundreds of slaves, and you don’t

type of things as slave might do for an owner. Give more
details so that the reader can truly imagine how life

have didn’t need to do anything but require your ask your own slaves to do it. I think

might be comfortable for the owner and terrible for the
slave.

that Indeed, life was very comfortable is comfortably for the slaves’ owners. Indeed,

Commented [KS2]: Give specific examples here, and tell
me where you get these examples from.

the slaves played a very important role in American history, they had to do everything

Commented [KS3]: CNN is a news website, not a
research site, so unless there is a specific news story that

as long as it was a command form their owners . As the data from CNN, there were

you an mention here, use a different source.

When

citing facts, you must be specific about where it comes

almost 3 hundred million slaves be transported to America in the past. Although the
slavery did a lot for American development, but they obtained lots of unfair treatment.

from, and the source must be reliable.
Commented [KS4]: Like what?

So far, you have only

told me that slave owners led comfortable lives, but you

Slaves were like the beasts and animals in slave owner’s their eyes. Thus in my

have not mentioned that slaves helped in the
development of America.

perspective, the Sslavery was a the most creepy and horrible system from all the history

Commented [KS5]: Like what?

Describe, but don’t just

guess, use facts.

in the world because it stands against people’ basic morality, it caused the racial racism
between against different skins people with dark skin, and, it caused the war between
owners and abolitionists. (No peaceful)

Commented [KS6]:
Commented [KS7]: Back then, it was considered
entirely moral to have slaves, so this statement is false.
If it goes against morality nowadays, then why do slaves
still exist nowadays?

In other words, this statement is

not something you can support.

This will be a very powerful essay, but it will require you to do some research. In
other words, you cant just write an essay saying that slavery was wrong.

Yes, it’s a

fact, but you still have to back up your claim. You will need to research what slave
life was like, what owner’s lives were like, and how slavery caused the problems you
outline in your thesis.

Your thesis is not concise.

you can prove with some solid research.
right now.

Tighten it—make it something that

Your thesis is too long and not clear enough

